Nursery
Wonderful Wednesday 20th January

Morning Message from Miss Beckett
Good Morning Nursery
We wish a very Happy Birthday to Davi who is four years old today!
We hope you have a lovely lockdown birthday Davi.
I will certainly be singing Happy Birthday to Davi each time I wash my hands today and I hope
that you will all sing it to him as you wash your hands too!
Why don’t you also sing along and dance to this Wednesday song?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqfSXMzN8Hs
Here is another weather song for you to sing along to.
If you don’t know the words to begin with, try to copy the actions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcW9Ct000yY

Literacy

c o a d g q
Yesterday on Seesaw I saw some super examples of children trying to form these letters
correctly. It doesn’t matter if you cannot write them perfectly yet, but it is important that you
keep trying! You can practise forming the letters on paper however you can also use your finger
to form them on somebody’s back or in gloop. You can use a stick to practise forming the letters
in mud or use a paintbrush and water to form them outdoors.
Remember that the d has an ascender that goes up and makes it taller than the other letters
and the g and q have descenders that hang down.
If you feel that you can’t form the letters correctly then have a little break and try again later.
Watch and listen to this song which will encourage you to keep trying!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKKouReasVo
Mathematics
Yesterday I was so impressed to see some of you counting claps and counting jumps!
Today we are going to play a variation of that game. Instead of someone choosing one card and
doing that number of claps, today I would like you to arrange all your number cards in the
correct order starting with the lowest number. You must be getting very quick at doing that
now! As an adult to clap or jump several times. You need to listen or watch carefully and count
their claps or jumps. Then find that number from your number line and hold it up. Were you
correct? Please play this game several times.

Other Activities
Today, see if you can fill some ice cube trays, or ice cube bags with water and put them in your
freezer. If you have no ice cube trays or bags, then pour water into whatever you can find and
put it in the freezer. You could maybe fill some silicone cup-cake cases with water and freeze
them. If you have some plastic gloves, you could fill these with water and put them in your
freezer too, or you could do the same with a balloon!
On Friday, we will look at the water you put into your freezer today.
What do you think will happen to it?
When you have done this, please join in with Andy’s Arctic Wild Workout.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p06tmrxh/andys-wild-workouts-series-1-10-arctic

